Abstract. We investigate certain categories, associated by Fiebig with the geometric representation of a Coxeter system, via sheaves on Bruhat graphs. We modify Fiebig's definition of translation functors in order to extend it to the singular setting and use it to categorify a parabolic Hecke module. As an application we obtain a combinatorial description of indecomposable projective objects of (truncated) non-critical singular blocks of (a deformed version of) category O, using indecomposable special modules over the structure algebra of the corresponding Bruhat graph.
Introduction
A typical problem in the representation theory of Kac-Moody algebras is to understand the composition series of standard objects in the corresponding category O of Bernstein, Gelfand and Gelfand (cf. [BGG] ). In the case of a standard object lying in a regular block, this question is the core of the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory, and the answer is known to be given by the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials evaluated at the identity. If we consider a singular block, we only have to replace these polynomials by their parabolic analogue. In the case of a principal block, this fact was conjectured by Kazhdan and Lusztig in [KL] and proved in several steps in [KL80] , [BeBe] , [BK] . A fundamental role in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture was played by the geometric interpretation of the problem in terms of perverse sheaves and intersection cohomology complexes. In particular, one could study certain properties of the Hecke algebra in the category of equivariant perverse sheaves on the corresponding flag variety.
An alternative way to attack the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture is via Soergel bimodules, which provide a combinatorial realisation of projective objects in category O. The combinatorial description of indecomposable projective objects we present in this paper is an analogue of Soergel's combinatorial contruction (introduced at first for finite dimensional Lie algebras in [Soe90] ). The Soergel bimodule approach to the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture recently led to an algebraic proof of it by Elias and Williamson (cf. [EW] ).
The procedure of considering a complicated object, such as a category, in order to understand a simpler one is motivated by the fact that the extra structure can provide us with new tools and allow us to prove and hopefully generalise certain phenomena that are difficult to address directly.
In [Deo87] , Deodhar associated with any Coxeter system (W, S) and any subset of the set of simple reflections J ⊆ S the parabolic Hecke module M J . The aim of this paper is to give a categorification of this module, for any J generating a finite subgroup.
We have followed the definition of categorification of M J as in [MS1, Remark 7.8] , which is actually a weak categorification. This could be strengthened to a proper categorification by presenting the result as a 2-representation of some 2-category (see [M, for various levels of categorification and Remark 5.9 of this paper for a more precise statement). In [MS2] , the authors properly categorify induced cell modules (in the finite case), which is a huge step outside the parabolic Hecke module (the latter being just a special case).
If W is a Weyl group, there is a partial flag variety Y corresponding to the set J, equipped2.1. Hecke algebra. The Hecke algebra associated to a Coxeter system (W, S) is nothing but a quantisation of the group ring Z [W] . Let ≤ be the Bruhat order on W and : W → Z be the length function associated to S. Denote by L := Z[v, v −1 ] the ring of Laurent polynomials in the variable v over Z.
Definition 2.1. The Hecke algebra H = H(W, S) is the free L-module having basis {H x | x ∈ W}, subject to the following relations:
It is well known that this defines an associative L-algebra (cf. [Humph] ). It is easy to verify that H x is invertible for any x ∈ W, and this allows us to define an involution on H; i.e. the unique ring homomorphism · : H → H such that v = v −1 and H x = (H x −1 ) −1 . In [KL] Kazhdan and Lusztig showed the existence of another basis {H x } for H, the so-called Kazhdan-Lusztig basis, that they used to define complex representations of the Hecke algebra and hence of the Coxeter group. The entries of the change of basis matrix are given by a family of polynomials in Z [v] , which are called Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. There are many different normalisations of this basis appearing in the literature. The one we adopt, following [Soe97] , is determined by Theorem 2.2 (see Remark 2.3).
2.1.1. Parabolic Hecke modules. In [Deo87] Deodhar generalised this construction to the parabolic setting in the following way. Let W, S and H be as above. Fix a subset J ⊆ S and denote by W J = J the subgroup of W generated by J. Since (W J , J) is also a Coxeter system, it makes sense to consider its Hecke algebra H J = H(W J , J).
For any simple reflection s ∈ S, the element H s satisfies the quadratic relation (
In this way, L is endowed with the structure of a H J -bimodule, which we denote by L(u).
The parabolic Hecke modules are defined as
. As in the Hecke algebra case, it is possible to define an involutive automorphism of these modules. Namely,
(1) For all w ∈ W J there exists a unique element H
2.2. Definition of the categorification of M J . For any category C which is exact in the sense of Quillen (cf. [Q] ), let us denote by [C ] its Grothendieck group; that is, the abelian group with generators
[X], for X ∈ Ob(C ), and relations
for every exact sequence 0 → X → Y → Z → 0.
For an exact endofunctor F on C , denote by [F ] the induced endomorphism of [C ] .
By a categorification of M J , we mean an exact category C together with an autoequivalence G and a family of exact endofunctors {F s } s∈S satisfying the following requirements:
for any i ∈ Z and there is an isomorphism
C2) for any simple reflection s ∈ S, we have an isomorphism of functors GF s ∼ = F s G; (C3) for any simple reflection s ∈ S, the following diagram commutes:
The main goal of this paper is to construct such a categorification. In particular, we will generalise a categorification of the Hecke algebra obtained by Fiebig in [Fie11] , which is known, by results in [Fie08b] , to be equivalent to the one via Soergel's bimodules in [Soe07] .
3. Sheaves on moment graphs 3.1. Moment graphs. In this section we recall some definitions from [Fie08a] , [Fie08b] , [FieNotes] .
Definition 3.1 (cf. [Fie08b] ). Let k be a field, let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space and P(V ) the corresponding projective space. A V -moment graph is given by a tuple (V, E, , l) where: (MG1) (V, E) is a graph with a set of vertices V and a set of edges E; (MG2) is a partial order on V such that x, y ∈ V are comparable if they are linked by an edge; (MG3) l : E → P(V ) is a map called the label function.
Remark 3.2. This is the traditional definition (see [Fie08b] ). We note that the fact that V is equipped with a partial order (similarly to the notion of quasi-hereditary algebra) is used only in the definition of Braden-MacPherson sheaves.
As in [Fie08b] , we think of the order as giving each edge a direction: we write E : x → y ∈ E if x ≤ y. We write x −−− y or y −−− x if we want to ignore the order.
3.1.1. Bruhat graphs. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and denote by m st the order of the product of two simple reflections s, t ∈ S. Let V be the geometric representation of (W, S) (cf. [Humph, §5.3] ). Then V is a real vector space with basis indexed by the set of simple reflections Π = {α s } s∈S and s acts on V by
where ·, · : V × V −→ R the symmetric bilinear form given by
3.2.1. Conventions. For any finite dimensional vector space V over the field k (with char k = 2), we denote by S = Sym(V ) its symmetric algebra. Then S is a polynomial ring and we provide it with the grading induced by setting S {2} = V . From now on, all the S-modules will be finitely generated and Z-graded. Moreover, we will consider only degree zero morphisms between them. For a graded S-module M = ⊕ i M {i} and for j ∈ Z, we denote by M j the Z-graded S-module obtained from M by shifting the grading by j, that is (
E is a homomorphism of S-modules defined if x is incident to the edge E.
Remark 3.6. We may consider the following topology on the space Γ = V ∪ E (cf. [BMP, §1.3 
]).
We say that a subset O ⊆ Γ is open, if whenever a vertex x is in O, then all edges adjacent to x are also in O. With this topology, the object in Definition 3.5 is a sheaf of S-modules on Γ in the usual sense. For our purposes, it will be sufficient to consider sheaves as purely combinatorial, algebraic objects.
Example 3.7 (cf. [BMP, §1] ). Let G = (V, E, , l) be a V -moment graph, then its structure sheaf Z is given by
• for all x ∈ V and E ∈ E, such that x is incident to the edge E, ρ x,E : S → S/l(E) · S is the canonical quotient map.
Definition 3.8 (cf. [FieNotes] ). Let G = (V, E, , l) be a V -moment graph and let
E is a homomorphism of S-modules such that, if x ∈ V is incident to the edge E, the following diagram commutes:
Definition 3.9. Let G be a V -moment graph. We denote by Sh(G) the category of sheaves on G and corresponding morphisms.
Remark 3.10. Observe that the category of sheaves on G is graded, with the shift of grading autoequivalence 1 :
Moreover Sh(G) is an additive category, with zero object ({0}, {0}, {0}) and biproduct given by
and idempotent split.
3.3. Sections of a sheaf on a moment graph. Even if Sh(G) is not a category of sheaves in the usual sense, we may define the notion of sections following [Fie08a] .
x,E }) ∈ Sh(G) and I ⊆ V. Then the set of sections of F over I is denoted by Γ(I, F ) and defined as
We set Γ(F ) := Γ(V, F ), that is the set of global sections of F .
Example 3.12. A very important example is given by the set of global sections of the structure sheaf Z (cf. Example 3.7). In this case, we get the structure algebra:
Remark 3.13. The algebra Z should be thought of as the center of a non-critical block in the deformed category O (cf. [Fie03, Theorem 3.6] ).
It is easy to check that Z, equipped with componentwise addition and multiplication, is an algebra and that there is an action of S on it by diagonal multiplication. Moreover, for any sheaf F ∈ Sh(G), the structure algebra Z acts on the space Γ(F ) via componentwise multiplication, so Γ defines a functor from the category of sheaves on G to the category of Z-modules:
3.4. BMP-sheaves. Let G = (V, E, , l) be a V -moment graph. For all F ∈ Sh(G) and x ∈ V, we set E δx := {E ∈ E | there is y ∈ V with E : x → y} , V δx := {y ∈ V | there is E ∈ E δx with E : x → y} . Additionally, for any x ∈ V denote { x} = {y ∈ V | y x} and define F δx as the image of Γ({ x}, F ) under the composition of the following functions:
Theorem 3.14 (cf. [BMP] ). Let G = (V, E, , l) be a V -moment graph and let w ∈ V. There exists a unique up to isomorphism indecomposable sheaf B(w) on G with the following properties:
δx is a projective cover in the category of graded S-modules.
We call B(w) the BMP-sheaf.
Modules over the structure algebra
Let Z be the structure algebra (see §3.3) of a regular Bruhat graph G = G(W, ∅) and denote by Z-mod f the category of Z-graded Z-modules that are torsion free and finitely generated over S. In [Fie08b] , Fiebig defined translation functors on the category Z-mod f . Using these, he defined inductively a full subcategory H of Z-mod and proved that H, in characteristic zero, is equivalent to a category of bimodules introduced by Soergel in [Soe07] . In [Fie11] it is shown that H categorifies the Hecke algebra H (and the periodic module M), using translation functors. The aim of this chapter is to define translation functors in the parabolic setting and to extend some results of [Fie11] .
Let W be a Weyl group, let S be its set of simple reflections and let J ⊆ S. Hereafter we will keep the notation we used in §2. Recall that, for any z ∈ W, there is a unique factorisation x = x J x J , with x J ∈ W J , x J ∈ W J and (x) = (x J ) + (x J ) (cf. [BB, Proposition 2.4 .4]). In [Fie08b] , for all s ∈ S, an involutive automorphism σ s of the structure algebra of a regular Bruhat graph is given. In a similar way, we will define an involution s σ for a fixed simple reflection s ∈ S on the structure algebra Z J of the parabolic Bruhat moment graph G J . Let x, y ∈ W J . Notice that l(x −−− y) = α t if and only if l(sx −−− sy) = s(α t ), because sxw(sy) −1 = sxwy −1 s = sts, for some w ∈ W J . Denote by τ s the automorphism of the symmetric algebra S induced by the mapping λ → s(λ) for all λ ∈ V . For any (z x ) x∈W J ∈ Z J , we set s σ (z x ) x∈W J = (z x ) x∈W J , where z x := τ s (z (sx) J ). This is again an element of the structure algebra from what we have observed above.
Let us fix the following notation:
• s Z J denotes the space of invariants with respect to s σ; • −s Z J denotes the space of anti-invariants with respect to s σ.
Remark 4.3. This construction is very similar to the one in [Soe90] , where translation functors are defined in the finite case for the coinvariant algebra.
Remark 4.4. One could consider the idempotent split additive tensor category generated by the translation functors we defined above and describe indecomposable projective. This would be useful in order to strengthen our main result to a proper categorification (see Remark 5.9). In this paper we are not going to investigate this category of translation functors, but the one of special modules, defined in §4.2.
The following proposition describes the first properties of s θ:
4.3. Finiteness of special modules. Let Ω be a finite subset of W J and denote by Z J (Ω) the sections of the structure sheaf over Ω, that is
Modules with Verma flag and statement of the main result
We recall some notation from [Fie08a] . Let Q be the quotient field of S and let A be an S-module. Then we denote by A Q = A ⊗ S Q. Let us assume G to be such that for any M ∈ Z − mod f there is a canonical decomposition
and so a canonical inclusion M ⊆ x∈V M x Q . For all subsets of the set of vertices Ω ⊆ V, we may define:
For all x ∈ V, we set
and, if x y and [x, y] = {x, y}, we denote
Remark 5.1. In [Fie08a] the module M [x] is denoted by M [x] . The notation we are adopting in this paper is the one of [Fie11] .
5.1. Modules with a Verma flag. From now on, let G be a Bruhat moment graph. In [Fie08a] it is shown that in this case any M ∈ Z-mod f admits a decomposition like (7) and hence the modules M [x] are well defined for any x ∈ V.
Let V denote the full subcategory of Z-mod f whose objects admit a Verma flag, that is M ∈ V if and only if M Ω is a graded free S-module for any Ω ⊆ V upwardly closed with respect to the partial order in the set of vertices. In our hypotheses this condition is equivalent to M [x] being a graded free S-module for any x ∈ V (cf. [Fie08a, Lemma 4.7] ). 5.1.1. Exact structure. Now we want to equip the category V with an exact structure .
is a short exact sequence of S-modules for any x ∈ V.
Remark 5.3. This is not the original definition of exact structure Fiebig gave in [Fie08a] , which was on the whole category Z-mod f , but it is known to be equivalent to it if we only consider the category V , that is precisely the one we are dealing with (cf. [Fie08b, Lemma 2.12]).
Decomposition and subquotients of modules on Z
J . Lemma 5.6 describes the action of s θ on the subquotients M [x] , for x ∈ V. This is important in order to show that H J categorifies the parabolic Hecke algebra. Before proving Lemma 5.6, we need a combinatorial result, that follows easily from the so-called lifting lemma, which we now recall. 6.1. Character maps. Let A be a Z-graded, free and finitely generated S-module; then A ∼ = n i=1 S k i , for some k i ∈ Z. We can associate to A its graded rank, that is the following Laurent polynomial:
Then,
For any x ∈ W J with (x) = r > 0, let a fix a reduced x = s i1 . . . s ir , with s i1 , . . . , s ir ∈ S, denote
. By applying Proposition 6.2, we obtain
This conclude the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 6.5 will allow us to see any element in
This implies B J (w i ) y = B J (w i ) y = 0 for all i = 1, . . . r, and so
we get L (M ) E as the push-out in the following diagram of S-modules:
This provides us also with the restriction maps ρ x,E and ρ y,E . It is not hard to verify (cf. [Fie08a, §3.3] ) that this is a well-defined functor
Moreover, the localisation functor L turns out to be left adjoint to Γ (cf. [Fie08a, Theorem 3.5] ). Let
• Z-mod loc be the full subcategory of Z-mod f , whose objects are the elements M such that there is an isomorphism Γ • L (M ) ∼ = M , and
glob be the full subcategory of Sh(G), whose objects are the elements F such that there is an isomorphism L • Γ(F ) ∼ = F .
Remark 7.1. In general, for a given a sheaf F , one has (L • Γ(F ))
If we consider a BMP-sheaf B, then by property (BMP3), Γ(B)
Thus, the functors L and Γ induce two inverse equivalences:
Let us focus again on the Bruhat case and consider the functor p J, * : Sh(G J ) → Sh(G ) defined as follows:
• for all E :
otherwise ;
• for all x ∈ W and E ∈ E, such that E :
otherwise .
Finally, we set
In order to prove that the functor I maps H J to H, we need to recall the moment graph analogue of a theorem by Deodhar relating parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and regular ones. The following is a reformulation of Theorem 6.1 of [L11] : 
J (w i ) m i . Then, we get the following:
for any i and, by Theorem 7.2, we conclude that
7.1.1. Exactness of I.
where α y denotes the label of x → y.
Proof. For z ∈ W
J and E an edge of G J = G(W, J), let us denote by ρ z,E the corresponding restriction map. Then, we have the following:
Connection with equivariant category O
In this section we briefly discuss the connection of our results with non-critical blocks in an equivariant version of category O. Our main references are [Fie03] and [Fie08a] .
Let g be a complex symmetrisable Kac-Moody algebra and b ⊇ h its Borel and Cartan subalgebras. The Weyl group W of g naturally acts on h , and we can consider equivalence classes Λ ∈ h / ∼. An element λ ∈ h is non-critical if 2(λ + ρ, β) ∈ Z(β, β) for any imaginary root β and an orbit Λ is non-critical if any λ ∈ Λ is non-critical.
Let us fix a non-critical orbit Λ and a weight λ 0 ∈ Λ. As in Definition 3.3, we can look at the W-orbit of λ 0 , which gives us a Bruhat moment graph on h . We want to discuss the representation theoretic content of H J , where J is in this case given by the set of simple reflections generating Stab W λ 0 . Let us denote by G(Λ) such a graph.
Let S = S(h) be the symmetric algebra of h, R = S (h) be its localisation at 0 ∈ h , and τ : S → R be the canonical map. For any µ ∈ h and any (g-R)-bimodule M , we define its µ-weight space as
If g-mod-R denotes the category of (g-R)-bimodules, then the equivariant version of category O we want to study is the following:
For any µ ∈ h let us consider the (h-R)-bimodule R µ free of rank one over R on which h acts via the character µ + τ . The projection b → h allows us to consider R µ as a (b-R)-bimodule and we can now induce to obtain the equivariant Verma module of weight µ: M R (µ) = U (g) ⊗ U (b) R µ , where U (g) and U (b) are the enveloping algebras of g and b, respectively. Let M R be the full subcategory of O R whose objects admit a finite filtration with subquotients isomorphic to equivariant Verma modules. Since O R is abelian and M R is closed under extensions in O R , the category M R inherits an exact structure.
For an equivalence class Λ ∈ h / ∼, let O R,Λ , resp. M R,Λ , be the full subcategory of O R , resp. M R , consisting of all objects M such that the highest weight of every simple subquotient of M lies in Λ. Then there are block decompositions, according to the following two results. Now it is important to notice that we could have substituted S by the local algebra R in the constructions and definitions we have considered and all the results of this paper would have still worked. Let us denote by Z R the R-version of the structure algebra of G(Λ) and by V R,Λ the category of Z R -modules admitting a Verma flag. The main result of [Fie08b] is the following one: As a reference for the truncated category O, we address the reader to [RW] , where it was introduced. Denote by V R,Λ ≤ν the category of sheaves on the moment graph G(Λ) ≤ν , obtained by restricting the set of vertices of G(Λ) to Λ ≤ν . By [Fie06, Proposition 3.11] , the functor V restricts to a functor V ≤ν : M R,Λ ≤ν → V R,Λ ≤ν , which is also an equivalence of categories. Let H J
